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Summary Report 
 
 

This research session sought to determine if the client’s direct paternal ancestor, John 

Sherbondy, was the same person as Jean Charpentier, born 2 August 1734 in Virginy, 

Marne, France, son of Nicolas Charpentier and Marguerite Frere. In order to do this, we 

were to research Jean in French records to determine if he might have remained in France 

and if so, whether he had living descendants. If no evidence could be found showing Jean 

remained in France, we were to find living Y-DNA testing candidates who descended along 

the direct-paternal line of Jean’s brothers.  

 

We found no evidence that Jean Charpentier (1734) died in infancy, married in the area 

around Virginy, Marne, France, or remained in the area as an adult. However, neither did 

we find direct evidence that he moved elsewhere. Given this finding, we sought to 

document living descendants of Jean’s siblings. We were able to find some direct paternal 

descendants of some individuals but found no male descent lines that extended into the 

modern day. We next sought to identify living descendants of the siblings of Jean’s father, 

Nicolas Charpentier. This effort, too, was unfruitful. During future research, additional 

research in notarial records might be pursued to determine if the succession records of 

Nicolas Charpentier (1700-1759) make any mention of his son, Jean (1734). Additional 

research efforts might also be made to perform a radial search for Charpentier families in 

this area and identify living direct-paternal descendants who might be invited to perform 

Y-DNA testing.   
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Background  

 

A host of online and compiled genealogies report that John Sherbondy who died 28 

December 1798 in South Huntingdon, Westmoreland, Pennsylvania, was the same 

individual as Jean Charpentier, born 2 August 1734 in Virginy, Marne, France. However, 

none provide documentation or proof supporting this proposed connection. In order to 

learn more, we were tasked with determining if Jean Charpentier might have remained in 

France and had descendants there, or if not, to locate information on the direct paternal 

descendants of his siblings.  

 

Summary1 

 

We commenced this research session by first attempting to determine if Jean might have 

remained in France. We located the original christening record of Jean Charpentier, born 2 

August 1734 in Virginy, who was the son of Nicolas Charpentier and Marguerite Frere. We 

performed general and targeted page-by-page searches in the Catholic church records of 

Virginy and found no evidence that Jean Charpentier (1734) married or died in Virginy. We 

note that records are missing for the year of 1736, suggesting that if Jean Charpentier died 

in that year, his burial record may no longer be extant. We expanded our search to include 

records from towns within a 20-kilometer radius of Virginy and even further to include all 

communes in the Marne department. We found no records of later death or marriage for 

Jean Charpentier (1734).  

 

We did, however, find records showing that Jean’s family continued to reside in Virginy and 

surrounding towns. Considering the possibility that Jean remained in the area, but never 

married, we performed a review of all the marriage and death records for Jean’s siblings 

and parents as well as the baptismal records for all of his nieces and nephews who could be 

 
1 Please refer to the attached research analysis portion of this project for all sources searched and 

detailed analysis. This section represents an executive summary only. 
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identified. While some of the baptismal records for nieces and nephews of Jean included 

mention of one Jean Charpentier, a resident of Dommartin-sous-Hans, as a sponsor, we 

determined that this individual was likely the son of Pierre Charpentier, born in 

Dommarin-sous-Hans in 1751 – a nephew of Jean Charpentier (1734).  

 

Given that no evidence could be located to suggest that Jean Charpentier (1734) continued 

to reside in the same area as his family, efforts were made to pursue your second goal: 

locating living descendants of the brothers of Jean Charpentier (1734).  

 

Jean had four brothers, one of whom died single in young adulthood, and the other three of 

whom married and had children of their own. We utilized compiled online family trees, 

indexes of church records, and broad searches in the area to quickly and speculatively 

document direct-paternal descent lines from these brothers. Our efforts are detailed in 

separate appendices following the accompanying analysis.  

 

Nicolas Charpentier (1739-1810) had four sons: Jean Silvin Charpentier, Joachim 

Charpentier, Pierre Ponce Charpentier and Jean Baptiste Charpentier. Jean Silvin 

Charpentier had three sons, at least two of whom died in infancy. Even if the other 

survived, we were not able to find documentation regarding his fate. Joachim Charpentier 

married later in life and had no documented children. Pierre Ponce Charpentier died in 

infancy. Jean Baptiste Charpentier’s fate is uncertain.  

 

Joachim Charpentier had three sons: Jean (1751), Pierre (1753), and another Pierre (1755). 

Jean (1751) had seven sons. From those sons, he had three grandsons. One died in infancy, 

another died single in 1880, and the third had no documented sons and died in 1904. 

Pierre (1753) had one son that died in infancy and several daughters. Pierre (1755) had 

three sons, but only one of them (Etienne) survived to adulthood and married. Etienne 

married twice and had four sons, two of whom survived to adulthood: Etienne Amedee and 

Etienne Alexandre. Etienne Amedee had a son named Etienne Alexandre Amedee 
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Charpentier who married in 1863 and had several children, but no documented sons. 

Etienne Alexandre had two sons – one who died single and the other who married but had 

no children.  

 

Pierre Charpentier (1725) had two sons: Philippe and Jean. Philippe died in infancy. Jean 

had five sons: Francois Louis, Jean Louis Francois, Jean Alexius, Jean Joseph and Charles. 

Jean Alexius and Charles died in infancy. Jean Joseph’s fate is as yet undetermined. Jean 

Louis Francois had only documented daughters. Francois Louis Charpentier had two sons: 

Jean Francois Gratien and Maurille. Maurille died in infancy. Jean Francois Gratien 

Charpentier married and had several daughters, but only had one son who died in infancy.  

 

Given that our initial efforts to document direct-line male descendants of Jean 

Charpentier’s siblings were unfruitful, we turned our attention to the direct-line male 

descendants of Jean’s paternal uncles.  

 

The family tree provided to us at the beginning of this research session reported that Jean’s 

father, Nicolas Charpentier, was born in 1713 in Dormans, France. Several other family 

trees also suggested that Jean’s father was born in 1713 and that he was the son of Nicolas 

Charpentier and Alix Puiset. While we confirmed that an individual named Nicolas was 

indeed born to this couple in Cernay-en-Dormois, France in 1713, the chronology of Jean’s 

family suggests that the Nicolas born in 1713 was probably not his father.  

 

Jean’s oldest known brother, Pierre Charpentier, died in 1755 at age 30, suggesting he was 

born in 1725. Baptismal records are missing for the parish of Virginy in 1725, so Pierre’s 

original baptismal record could not be located. However, Jean’s second oldest brother, 

Joachim, was born and baptized in 1728. If Jean’s father, Nicolas, was born in 1713, then he 

would have been just twelve years old at the time of Pierre’s birth and fifteen years old at 

the time of Joachim’s birth. Both are unlikely scenarios. Further, the 1759 death record of 
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Nicolas Charpentier which included two of his sons as witnesses, he was reported to have 

been 59 years old at the time of his death suggesting a birthdate closer to 1700.  

Since godparents at christenings were often close relatives (including siblings) of the 

parents of a child, we sought out each of the baptismal records for the children of Nicolas 

Charpentier and Marguerite Frere. None of the godparents for the christenings of Nicolas’s 

children included individuals with the Charpentier surname. 

 

A search for individuals named Nicolas Charpentier born in about 1700 revealed that one 

Nicolas Charpentier, son of Nicolas Charpentier and Nicolle Bastien, was born in Virginy 

and was baptized 15 April 1700. We performed additional research into this family and 

found that while this couple had several children, we could only identify two other 

potential sons of the couple: Jean Charpentier born in 1696 in Berzieux and Nicolas 

Charpentier born in 1698 in Berzieux. Given that the couple had another son named 

Nicolas born in 1700, it is likely that the older Nicolas (1698) died in infancy. Searches for 

additional information on Jean Charpentier (1696) yielded no promising leads. 

 

Recommendations 

 

Given the obstacles that have arisen in the current research session to identifying living 

direct paternal relatives of Jean Charpentier (1734), we recommend the following research 

avenues for future research efforts.  

 

1. Perform additional research in original records to determine the fate of Jean Baptiste 
Charpentier son of Nicolas Charpentier (1738). 

2. Perform additional research in original records in Paris to determine if Joachim 
Charpentier (1826) had any sons.  

3. Perform additional research in original records to determine the fate of Jean Joseph 
Charpentier (1785), son of Pierre Charpentier.  

4. Upgrade to the Big-Y level of testing in order to obtain additional data on the direct 
paternal line for future analysis.  

5. Invite at least one other existing Sherbondy Y-DNA match to upgrade to the Big-Y level. 
Ideally this match would be a descendant of a different Sherbondy line than the client’s 
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as this will give the best insights into which mutations and variants are associated with 
John Sherbondy as compared to other haplogroup branches.  

6. Invite Y-DNA match Dr. Richard Fell Carpenter to upgrade to the Big-Y level to 
determine how closely related he might be to John Sherbondy’s descendants.  

7. Perform autosomal DNA testing at AncestryDNA and 23andMe and then transfer DNA 
test results to MyHeritage, Family Tree DNA and GEDmatch in order to identify 
additional descendants of John Sherbondy who may have performed autosomal DNA 
testing.  

8. Collaborate with other descendants of John Sherbondy to obtain access to their 
autosomal DNA test results since different descendants of John will have inherited 
different portions of his DNA and will therefore have different segments and different 
DNA matches who may be pertinent to the research objective.  

9. Identify genetic cousins sharing DNA with multiple descendants of John Sherbondy 
through independent descent lines. This approach may be difficult to pursue given the 
distance to the research subjects of interest and the limitations of autosomal DNA 
evidence, but it might be possible with multiple descendants from unique descent lines.  

10. Perform a radial search for Charpentier families in the vicinity of Virginy and its 
immediate environs to identify other male Charpentiers having sons around the same 
time as Nicolas Charpentier. Identify direct paternal living descendants of these 
individuals and invite them to perform Y-DNA testing as part of a larger Charpentier 
surname study in the region. Also invite them to perform autosomal DNA testing to 
determine if they share any DNA with any of the descendants of John Sherbondy.  

11. Attempt to extend the ancestry of Nicolas Charpentier (1700) even further if possible 
through exploration of available church records.  

12. Search for all instances where Nicolas Charpentier (1700) was identified as a godparent 
or witness in the records of other individuals in the parish of Virginy and surrounding 
parishes. Repeat the process for Nicolas Charpentier (1654) and Nicolle Bastien to 
determine if there is evidence in the connections to others that Nicolas and Nicolle were 
indeed the parents of Nicolas (1700). Search for evidence of the older couple’s 
connections to others in efforts to extend their ancestry and identify additional 
Charpentier relatives in the area.  

13. Perform onsite research in the Archives départementales de la Marne (with the 
assistance of Aimee Marie, an onsite agent who can be contacted at 
geneaservices@hotmail.com) to obtain more information on the fate of Jean 
Charpentier (1734) and to confirm his ancestry through notarial records and 
succession records for his father, Nicolas, who died in 1750.  

14. Perform onsite research to learn more about the connections between various 
Charpentier family members in the vicinity of Virginy. If possible, trace direct paternal 
descendants of these families to the modern day to identify Y-DNA testing candidates.  

 

We have appreciated the opportunity to research Jean Charpentier and his family in this 

research session and stand ready to aid in future research efforts relating to genetic 
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genealogy analysis and testing of the hypothesis that Jean was the same individual as John 

Sherbondy.  

 
PAW/cht 
©2021 Legacy Tree Genealogists 
https://legacytree.com 
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Research Analysis 
 

 
GOALS 
 

 Determine whether the client's direct paternal ancestor, John Sherbondy, was the same as Jean 
Francois Charpentier. John Sherbondy died on 28 December 1798 in South Huntingdon, 
Westmoreland, Pennsylvania. Jean Francois Charpentier was born on 2 August 1734 in Virginy, 
Marne, Champagne-Ardenne, France and was the son of Nicholas Joseph Charpentier and 
Marguerite Frere.  

o Research Jean Francois Charpentier to determine whether he married, had children, 
and/or died in France, proving that he was not the same as John Sherbondy. 

o If Jean did marry and have children in France: Trace his direct male descendants to 
find a candidate for Y-DNA testing, in addition to a candidate from one of Jean's 
brother's descendants.  

o If Jean did not marry or die in France: Search for two living direct male descendants 
of his brothers for purposes of obtaining a DNA test to confirm or deny that Nicholas 
is the client's direct paternal ancestor. 

o Only after receipt of DNA results (that match each other) should generational 
linkage proof research be started on one of the lines. 

o No research on biographical information, siblings or spouses needs to be performed. 
              

FATE OF JEAN CHARPENTIER 

Source Comments 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Jean Charpentier, 2 August 1734, 
Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
DOCUMENT 1.  

The first step in determining the fate of Jean 
Charpentier, born 2 August 1734 in Virginy, 
was to obtain original records confirming his 
historical identity. Next, we needed to search 
for information on his family members to 
determine if they remained in the area and to 
see if he was mentioned in any of the records 
relating to their vital events. This baptismal 
record confirms that Jean Charpentier was 
born 2 August 1734 in Virginy, France and 
was the son of Nicolas Charpentier and 
Marguerite Frere.  

https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  

We performed a general search for Jean 
Charpentier in Virginy between 1734 and 
1834. While there was a Jean Charpentier who 
married Marianne Mattelin in 1776, he was 
the son of Pierre and was not the same 
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individual. We found no record of a later 
marriage or death for the Jean Charpentier of 
interest. A page-by-page search of a sample of 
the indexed records at Filae shows that the 
church records from 1734 have a mixture of 
baptism, marriage and burial records, and that 
all entries have been indexed. We note that the 
records for 1736 are missing from the 
collection. If Jean who was born in 1734 died 
in 1736, then his burial record may no longer 
be extant.  

https://en.geneanet.org/, subscription 
database, accessed March 2022.  

Likewise, a search of records at Geneanet 
revealed no indications in indexed original 
records nor in compiled family trees that Jean 
Charpentier (1734) went on to marry, have 
children or die in France. Even so, these 
indexes do not appear to be complete, and 
compiled family trees may not have all of the 
information regarding the fate of Jean.  

We have found no record of a later death or marriage for Jean Charpentier (1734) in Virginy in 
the immediate vicinity of where he was born. We have found that burial records are missing for 
the parish of Virginy for 1736, so if Jean died in that year, his burial record may no longer be 
extant. If Jean Charpentier survived childhood, we would expect that he continued to reside with 
his family through at least age 16 and likely through age 20 or 21 (the age of majority in France). 
We sought to determine if his family continued to reside in Virginy and found several records of 
their continued residence there described in the following section. With these records, we also 
sought to determine if Jean might have been identified as a witness to any vital acts for his family 
members.  

CLOSE FAMILY OF JEAN CHARPENTIER 

Source Comments 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Nicolas Charpentier, 17 September 
1739, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
DOCUMENT 2. 

A baptismal record for Jean’s younger brother 
Nicolas, born in 1739 in Virginy.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
marriage of Pierre Charpentier and Marie Anne 
Varoquier, 7 April 1750, Dommartin-sou-Hans, 
Champagne, France, https://en.filae.com/, 

A brother named Pierre married in 
Dommartin sous Hans in 1750. He was 
identified as a resident of that parish. No 
indication that the parents were residents of 
that parish. Jean was not a witness.  
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subscription database, accessed March 2022. 
DOCUMENT 3. 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
marriage of Pierre Charpentier and Marguerite 
Picart, 14 February 1752, Dommartin-sou-Hans, 
Champagne, France, https://en.filae.com/, 
subscription database, accessed March 2022. 
DOCUMENT 4.  

Same brother Pierre married again in 1752 to 
Marguerite Picart and was identified as a 
resident of the parish of Dommartin sous 
Hans. Jean was not a witness to the marriage.   

Archives de la Marne (index and images), burial 
of Nicolas Charpentier, 30 June 1759, Virginy, 
Champagne, France, https://en.filae.com/, 
subscription database, accessed March 2022. 
DOCUMENT 5.  

Father Nicolas died in Virginy in 1759. Jean 
was not a witness. At the time of death, Nicolas 
was reported to have been 59 years old 
suggesting a birthdate in 1700.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), burial 
of Louis Charpentier, 16 October 1757, Virginy, 
Champagne, France, https://en.filae.com/, 
subscription database, accessed March 2022. 
DOCUMENT 6. 

A brother named Louis died in 1757 in 
Virginy. Nicolas and Joachim Charpentier were 
brothers and witnesses. Jean was not a 
witness.  

CENTRE GENEALOGIQUE ET HERALDIQUE DE 
LA MARNE, Etat-civil - Relevés associatifs 
(index), marriage of Nicolas Charpentier and 
Claudnie Chevalier, 1 October 1759, Hans, 
Champagne, France, https://en.filae.com/, 
subscription database, accessed March 2022. 

Jean’s brother Nicolas married Claudine 
Chevalier in Hans, 1 October 1759. Could not 
find the original record in online collections to 
determine if Jean was a witness. The original 
of this record may be in the commune archives 
rather than the department archives.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), burial 
of Marguerite Frere, 30 September 1750, 
Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
DOCUMENT 7. 

Joachim, Pierre and Louis were witnesses but 
not Jean at the death of their mother in Virginy 
in 1750.  

https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Given that some of his family members were 
married in surrounding parishes and 
communes, we searched for a marriage record 
for Jean Charpentier between 1754 and 1774 
within 20 kilometers of Virginy. No record was 
found. While the indexes for Virginy are 
complete for this time period, the records for 
surrounding communes may not be. We also 
searched for death records for Jean 
Charpentier between 1734 and 1834 and 
found no pertinent records.  
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We conclude that the family of Jean remained in the area and vicinity of Virginy. A brother and 
both parents died there between 1750 and 1759. Other brothers were married in the vicinity. 
We next searched for additional records of the extended family of Jean to learn if Jean ever 
appeared as a godparent or witness to the vital acts of close family members. We found mention 
of several nieces and nephews of Jean in compiled family trees and sought their original birth 
records to determine if Jean was a witness. Only those records deemed potentially pertinent are 
included as documents with this report.   

EXPLORATION OF RECORDS FOR OTHER CHARPENTIER FAMILY MEMBERS 

Source Comments 

CENTRE GENEALOGIQUE ET HERALDIQUE DE 
LA MARNE, Etat-civil - Relevés associatifs 
(index), baptism of Jean Charpentier, 29 January 
1751, Dommartin-la-Planchette, Champagne, 
France, https://en.filae.com/, subscription 
database, accessed March 2022. 

Could not find this original to see witnesses at 
the baptism for a child of Joachim Charpentier 
(1728). The original may be in the commune 
archives. Since the child was named Jean, and 
children were often named after godparents, it 
may be worthwhile to seek the original in 
future research.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Jean Charpentier, 20 September 
1751, Dommartin-sous-Hans, Champagne, 
France, https://en.filae.com/, subscription 
database, accessed March 2022.  

Baptism of a son of Pierre (1725) named Jean. 
Jean Charpentier (1734) was not a witness. 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Pierre Charpentier, 8 April 1753, 
Dommartin-Dampierre, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Baptism of a son of Joachim named Pierre. 
Jean Charpentier (1734) was not a witness.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Pierre Charpentier, 7 June 1755, 
Dommartin-Dampierre, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Baptism of another son of Joachim named 
Pierre. Jean Charpentier (1734) was not a 
witness. 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Marie Anne Charpentier, 31 
December 1758, Dommartin-Dampierre, 
Champagne, France, https://en.filae.com/, 
subscription database, accessed March 2022. 

Baptism of a daughter of Joachim named Marie 
Anne. Jean Charpentier (1734) was not a 
witness. 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Anne Charpentier, 24 October 1761, 
Dommartin-Dampierre, Champagne, France, 

Baptism of a daughter of Joachim named Anne. 
Jean Charpentier (1734) was not a witness. 
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https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

CENTRE GENEALOGIQUE ET HERALDIQUE DE 
LA MARNE, Etat-civil - Relevés associatifs 
(index), marriage of Joachim Charpentier and 
Jeanne Bourlon, 24 November 1749, 
Dommartin-la-Planchette, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Marriage of Joachim – index record.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
marriage of Joachim Charpentier and Jeanne 
Bourlon, 24 November 1749, Dommartin-la-
Planchette, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Original of Joachim’s marriage. Jean was not a 
witness. Parents listed as being of Virginy.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Philippe Charpentier, 13 April 1750, 
Dommartin-sous-Hans, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Baptism of a son of Pierre (1725) named 
Philippe. Jean Charpentier was not a witness.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Marie Louise Charpentier, 20 August 
1753, Dommartin-sous-Hans, Champagne, 
France, https://en.filae.com/, subscription 
database, accessed March 2022. 

Baptism of a daughter of Pierre named Marie 
Louise. Jean Charpentier was not a witness.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Marie Jeanne Charpentier, 14 August 
1755, Dommartin-sous-Hans, Champagne, 
France, https://en.filae.com/, subscription 
database, accessed March 2022. 

Baptism of a daughter of Pierre (deceased by 
1755). Jean Charpentier was not a witness.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Pierre Charpentier, 28 February 
1761, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Baptism of a son of Nicolas (1739) named 
Pierre. Jean Charpentier was not a witness.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Joachim Charpentier, 8 March 1763, 
Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Baptism of a son of Nicholas (1739) named 
Joachim.  Jean Charpentier was not a witness.  
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Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Jean Silvin Charpentier, 17 February 
1765, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Baptism of a son of Nicholas (1739) named 
Jean Silvin. Jean Charpentier was not a 
witness.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Marie Louise Charpentier, 4 
Septemebr 1772, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Baptism of a daughter of Nicolas (1739) 
named Marie Louise. Jean Charpentier was not 
a witness.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Marie Anne Charpentier, 20 
December 1775, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
DOCUMENT 8.  

Baptism of a daughter of Nicolas (1739) 
named Marie Anne. One Jean Charpentier was 
the godfather and he was a resident of 
Dommartin. The other witness was Marie 
Anne Mattelin of Virginy.   

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
marriage of Jean Charpentier and Marie Anne 
Mattlin, 26 November 1776, Virginy, 
Champagne, France, https://en.filae.com/, 
subscription database, accessed March 2022.  

Marriage of Jean Charpentier, the son of Pierre 
Charpentier and Marie Anne Varoquier and a 
resident of Dommartin, and Marie Anne 
Mattelin in November 1776 in Virginy. It is 
likely that the Jean Charpentier who was the 
godfather of Marie Anne Charpentier 
mentioned above was the son of Pierre and 
Marie Anne rather than the Jean Charpentier 
of interest born in 1734.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Jean Baptiste Charpentier, 31 May 
1770, Massiges, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
DOCUMENT 9. 

Another son of Nicolas (1739), Jean Baptiste, 
was born in 1770 in Massiges. Jean 
Charpentier of Dommartin was a godparent. 
We still consider it likely that this refers to 
Jean, son of Pierre, rather than Jean born in 
1734.  

In our review of the baptismal records of the nieces and nephews of Jean Charpentier (1734), we 
found just one baptismal record where Jean Charpentier might have acted as godparent to the 
subject of the act. One Jean Charpentier was the godfather of Marie Anne Charpentier, daughter 
of Nicolas Charpentier and Claudine Chevalier. This Jean was a resident of Dommartin and his 
co-sponsor (the godmother of the child) was Marie Anne Mattelin of Virginy. This Jean’s 
residence and the identity of his co-sponsor suggest that he was probably the Jean Charpentier 
who married Marie Anne Mattelin in Virginy in November 1776 and who was the son of Pierre 
Charpentier and Marie Anne Varoquier. Therefore, he would have been a nephew of Nicolas and 
a first cousin of Marie Anne whose baptism he sponsored. We conclude that this baptismal 
record probably does not refer to the Jean Charpentier of interest who was born in 1734. Given 
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these findings, we next turned our attention to the secondary goals of this research session to 
document living descendants of Nicolas Charpentier, father of Jean (1734), in order to arrange 
targeted Y-DNA testing. 

SUMMARY OF QUICK AND SPECULATIVE DESCENT TREE EFFORTS 

Source Comments 

APPENDIX I No living direct paternal descendants of 
Nicolas Charpentier (1739-1810) were 
identified.  

APPENDIX II No living direct paternal descendants of 
Joachim Charpentier (1728-1781) were 
identified.  

APPENDIX III No living direct paternal descendants of Pierre 
Charpentier (1725-1755) were identified.  

Quick and speculative research efforts did not result in the identification of any living direct 
paternal descendants of Jean Charpentier’s brothers. Given that no living direct paternal 
descendants for Nicolas Charpentier and Marguerite Frere could be identified in the current 
research session, we next turned our attention to the immediate family of the elder Nicolas 
Charpentier (1700).  

IMMEDIATE FAMILY OF NICOLAS CHARPENTIER 

Source Comments 

Francis Prieur (fp57100), “L'Argonnais,” Jean 
Charpentier, Geneanet Member Trees, 
https://gw.geneanet.org/fp57100, subscription 
database, accessed June 2022. 

A compiled family tree reported that Nicolas 
Charpentier, father of Jean Charpentier 
(1734), was born in 1713 and died in 1759. It 
reported that he was the son of Nicolas 
Charpentier and Alexis Puiseu. It also reported 
that he had siblings Roger and Bertrand born 
in 1712 and 1715. While this was initially 
promising, additional analysis revealed 
conflicts in evidence. When Nicolas 
Charpentier died in 1759, he was reported to 
have been 59 years old, suggesting a birthdate 
closer to 1700.  

CENTRE GENEALOGIQUE ET HERALDIQUE DE 
LA MARNE, Etat-civil – Relevés associatifs 
(index), baptism of Nicolas Charpentier, 25 
November 1713, Cernay-en-Dormois, Marne, 
France, https://www.filae.com/v4/, 
subscription database, accessed June 2022.  

While we found corroboration that one 
Nicolas Charpentier, son of Nicolas and Alix 
Puiset, was born in 1713 and was a real 
individual, the fact that he was born in 1713 
and was therefore only 12 years old when 
Pierre Charpentier (1725) was born suggests 
that this individual was not the same person 
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as the father of Jean Charpentier (1734). In 
order to learn more about the potential 
siblings and parents of Nicolas Charpentier 
(1700), we sought out the original birth 
records of his children to determine if any 
witnesses or godparents might have been 
Nicolas’s siblings.  

https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

Pierre Charpentier was born in about 1725, 
but records for Virginy are missing from the 
years 1725-1726; therefore, his original 
baptismal record could not be located. 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Joachim Charpentier, 6 May 1728, 
Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
DOCUMENT 10. 

The baptismal record of Joachim Charpentier 
in 1728 reported that his godparents were 
Joachim Toaron and Marie Gurault.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Madelaine Charpentier, 28 June 
1730, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
DOCUMENT 11. 

The baptismal record for Madelaine 
Charpentier in 1730 reported that her 
godparents were François Genel and Marie 
Madeleine Paul.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Louis Charpentier, 1 May 1732, 
Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
DOCUMENT 12. 

The baptismal record for Louis Charpentier in 
1732 reported that his godparents were Louis 
Bourie and Marguerite Bourie.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Jean Charpentier, 2 August 1734, 
Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
See DOCUMENT 1. 

The 1734 baptismal record of Jean 
Charpentier discussed previously reported 
that his godparents were Jean Louis and 
Catherine Dumoulin.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Nicholas Charpentier, 17 September 
1739, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  

The godparents of Nicolas Charpentier listed 
in his 1739 baptismal record were Pierre 
Chapentier and Claudette Frere. Since this 
child’s older brother Pierre (1725) may have 
been as old as fourteen at the time of Nicolas’s 
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DOCUMENT 13. birth, it may be that the godfather was his 
older brother rather than a collateral relative 
of the child’s father. Comparison of the 
signature on this record against the signature 
of Pierre Charpentier on his 1750 marriage 
record (to Marie Anne Varoquier) shows 
several similarities between the signature, 
suggesting they well could refer to the same 
individual.  

https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

No mention was found of other individuals by 
the name of Pierre Charpentier living in the 
commune of Virginy. While there were some 
other individuals by the name of Pierre in the 
surrounding area, it is unclear what, if any, 
relationship these individuals had to the 
family of Nicolas Charpentier and Marguerite 
Frere. Searches were performed for each of 
the individuals mentioned as godparents to 
the Charpentier children and while several 
records were found for several, no indications 
of close family relationships to the Frere or 
Charpentier families were apparent.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Nicholas Charpentier, 15 April 1700, 
Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 
DOCUMENT 14. 

One Nicolas Charpentier was baptized in 
Virginy on 15 April 1700 and was identified as 
the son of Nicolas Charpentier and Nicolle 
Bastien. This might be the same individual as 
Nicolas Charpentier who died in 1759.  

Archives départementales de la Marne, Etat civil 
jusqu'en 1902, “Moiremeont, Baptêmes, 
mariages, sépultures 1639-1705, E dépôt 8102,” 
marriage of Nicholas Charpentier and Nicolle 
Bastien, 12 November 1691, Moiremont, 
Champagne, France, https://archives.marne.fr/, 
accessed June 2022.  
DOCUMENT 15.  

A marriage record for Nicolas Charpentier and 
Nicolle Bastien shows that they were married 
in 1691 in Moiremont, France, which is about 
13 kilometers from Virginy.  

CENTRE GENEALOGIQUE ET HERALDIQUE DE 
LA MARNE, Etat-civil – Relevés associatifs 
(index), baptism of Nicole Charpentier, 10 
October 1693, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://www.filae.com/v4/, subscription 
database, accessed June 2022. 

An indexed record for the baptism of Nicole 
Charpentier, daughter of Nicolas Charpentier 
and Nicolle Bastien, is included in online 
indexes from the local genealogical society, 
however no corresponding original record is 
found in the archives of the department.  
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CENTRE GENEALOGIQUE ET HERALDIQUE DE 
LA MARNE, Etat-civil – Relevés associatifs 
(index), baptism of Jean Charpentier, 20 May 
1696, Berzieux, Champagne, France, 
https://www.filae.com/v4/, subscription 
database, accessed June 2022. 

Another indexed record reported that a child 
of this couple named Jean was baptized in 
1696 in Berzieux.  

Archives départementales de la Marne, Etat civil 
jusqu'en 1902, “Berzieux. Baptêmes, mariages, 
sépultures 1692-17922 E 58/1,” baptism of Jean 
Charpentier, 20 May 1696, Berzieux, 
Champagne, France, https://archives.marne.fr/, 
accessed June 2022.  
DOCUMENT 16. 

The original baptismal record in the 
department shows that indeed Jean 
Charpentier was baptized 20 May 1696; 
however, it only lists Jean’s father as Nicolas 
and the place for the identity of the mother 
was left blank. It may be that the index refers 
to a collection in the commune explaining the 
ultimate difference. The child was baptized by 
the midwife in an emergency, suggesting that 
he may not have lived past infancy. 

Archives départementales de la Marne, Etat civil 
jusqu'en 1902, “Berzieux. Baptêmes, mariages, 
sépultures 1692-17922 E 58/1,” baptism of 
Nicolas Charpentier, 11 May 1698, Berzieux, 
Champagne, France, https://archives.marne.fr/, 
accessed June 2022.  
DOCUMENT 17. 

A child named Nicolas, son of Nicolas 
Charpentier and Nicolle Bastien, was baptized 
in Berzieux in 1698. Given that another son 
named Nicolas was born to the same couple in 
1700, it may be that this older Nicolas died in 
infancy.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Laurence Charpentier, 3 January 
1702, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
DOCUMENT 18. 

A daughter named Laurence was baptized in 
1702 in Virginy.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Anne Charpentier, 8 May 1704, 
Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  
DOCUMENT 19. 

Another daughter named Anne was baptized 
in 1704 in Virginy.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), burial 
of Nicolas Charpentier, 21 January 1710, 
Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022.  

Nicolas Charpentier, age 55, died in Virginy in 
January 1710, suggesting he was born in about 
1654-1655. This may have been the same 
individual as Nicolas Charpentier, husband of 
Nicolle Bastien.  
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DOCUMENT 20. 

https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

A search for the fate of Jean Charpentier born 
in 1696 did not result in any strong 
candidates.  

https://en.geneanet.org/, subscription 
database, accessed March 2022. 

Same as above - No strong candidates.  

https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

A search for any individuals with the 
Charpentier surname in Moiremont (the 
reported residence of Nicolas at the time of his 
marriage to Nicolle Bastien) revealed no other 
individuals in indexes for that commune 
between 1600 and 1700.  

While some compiled records reported that Nicolas Charpentier, husband of Marguerite Frere, 
was the son of Nicolas Charpentier and Alexis Puiseu, additional exploration of chronology and 
geography suggested this was probably not the case. Instead, it was found that Nicolas, husband 
of Marguerite, may have been born in 1700 in Virginy and might have been the son of Nicolas 
Charpentier and Nicolle Bastien. We identified several other children of this couple including a 
possible son named Jean (1696) and another son named Nicolas (1698) who both likely died in 
infancy. No information could be found to definitively trace son Jean (1696) forward in time. All 
other known children of Nicolas and Nicolle were found to be daughters. Therefore, it is unlikely 
that Y-DNA testing candidates will be found among the descendants of Nicolas Charpentier and 
Nicolle Bastien. As it will be difficult to confidently extend the ancestry of Nicolas Charpentier 
who died in 1710 in Virginy, the best remaining approach might be to perform a radial search for 
Charpentier families having children in the same general vicinity and pursue a surname study of 
Charpentier families in this region.  

EXPLORATION OF ONSITE RESEARCH OPTIONS 

Source Comments 

Email, Paul Woodbury, re: Onsite Research 
Options, sent to Aimee Marie 
(geneaservices@hotmail.com), 26 June 2022, 
author's files. 

As part of the remaining research hours, we 
were asked to contact our onsite agent, Aimee 
Marie, and request information regarding 
additional possible avenues for onsite 
research efforts. In response to this request, 
our onsite agent offered several ideas for 
further research. First, she recommended that 
a search should be performed to locate the 
succession records of Nicolas Charpentier who 
died in 1759. These records would be in 
notarial records of which the Archives 
départementales de la Marne has a good 
collection from the time period of interest. If a 
record could be found, then it should list all 
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heirs of Nicolas still living. In turn this might 
offer evidence in favor of or against the 
hypothesis that Jean Charpentier (1734) was 
the son of Nicolas (1700). While these records 
might include a last will and testament or 
other form of succession document for Nicolas 
Charpentier, there is never any guarantee that 
such a record was created.  
 
Aimee also commented that it makes sense to 
her that the Sherbondy surname and the 
Charpentier surname might be associated 
given the phonetics and potentially harsh 
accents.  
 
During future research, Aimee might be 
contacted directly 
(geneaservices@hotmail.com) in order to 
pursue these and other onsite research efforts 
to determine if there is any evidence that Jean 
Charpentier (1734) was the same individual 
as John Sherbondy; to extend the ancestry of 
Nicolas Charpentier (1700) if possible; and to 
identify (again if possible) living direct 
paternal relatives who might be invited to 
perform DNA testing. She might be available to 
perform onsite research after September 
2022.  

 
PAW/cht 
©2021 Legacy Tree Genealogists 
https://legacytree.com 
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Appendix I: Descendants of Nicolas Charpentier 
 

 
The following quick and speculative descent tree commences with documents and records 
discussed in the main analysis report and moves into compiled resources and indexes to quickly 
determine the fate of the sons of Nicolas Charpentier (1739) and extend (where possible) their 
descent lines to the modern day. These efforts were done with little analysis and only links to 
pertinent records and resources in order to make the most of the available research time in search 
of living descendants.  
              

SONS OF NICOLAS CHARPENTIER (1739) 

Source Comments 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Pierre Charpentier, 28 February 
1761, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

(From main report) Nicolas had a son named 
Pierre Ponce born in 1761.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Joachim Charpentier, 8 March 1763, 
Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

(From main report) Nicolas had a son named 
Joachim born in 1763. 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Jean Silvin Charpentier, 17 February 
1765, Virginy, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

(From main report) Nicolas had a son named 
Jean Silvin born in 1765.  

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Jean Baptiste Charpentier, 31 May 
1770, Massiges, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

(From main report) Nicolas had a son named 
Jean Baptiste born in 1770.  

DESCENDANTS OF JEAN SILVIN CHARPENTIER (1765) 

Source Comments 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=10ca6807-a4aa-4e3a-90d5-

Jean Silvin married Magdelene Noaillet in 
1787 in Virginy.  
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05a13aa0555a&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Jean%
20Silvain&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Arc
hives%20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Ca
tegory1=208&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False
&IsFromArchives=False 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=95ab5664-fd92-4d57-8deb-
267c0987e336&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Nicola
s&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%2
0de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Category1
=207&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFro
mArchives=False 

They had a son Nicolas born in 1787 in 
Massiges.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=6774d1e
e-7e18-4a03-812e-
f6581dd9f05f&personId=2&documentType=2&
isFree=False 

A son named Joachim was born 27 March 
1792 in Massiges.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=711fc59c
-d7da-40fc-bcee-
4a17501ad23a&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Another son named Nicolas was born in 1795 
in Massiges.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=0d48115
3-385f-4634-beab-
d2b9538e237b&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=True 

Joachim Charpentier born in 1792 died in 
1792 in Massiges.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=f9bbfa1a-ab2e-4ef3-bf69-
aaf7a2b92a7d&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Nicolas
&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%20
de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=True&Category1=2
09&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFromA
rchives=False 

Nicolas Charpentier born in 1795 died in 
1795.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Charpentier&fn=Nicolas&
sy=1787&ey=1845&pn=Massiges,%20Marne,%

Several searches were performed to find 
additional information on Nicolas (1787). No 
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20Grand%20Est,%20France&gid=2995224&ml
n=Noailles&idf=True&tab=0&nf=0&fnf=0&fnvf=
True&ef=0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9&mp=False&yf=5&p
f=3&cpf=1&dpf=0&img=False&src=False&hka=
False&rf=0&ord=0&srt=3&ps=20&pi=1&mz=0
&hmtr=True&gmsr=False&fnr=False&pe=0 

additional information could be found in 
compiled indexes.  

https://en.geneanet.org/fonds/individus/?size
=20&sexe=&nom=Charpentier&ignore_each_pat
ronyme=&prenom=Nicolas&prenom_operateur
=or&ignore_each_prenom=&profession=&profe
ssion_operateur=and&ignore_each_profession=
&nom_conjoint=&ignore_each_patronyme_conjo
int=&prenom_conjoint=&prenom_conjoint_oper
ateur=and&ignore_each_prenom_conjoint=&pla
ce__0__=Massiges&voisinage=&ignore_each_plac
e=&zonegeo__0__=&country__0__=&region__0__=
&subregion__0__=&place__1__=&zonegeo__1__=&
country__1__=&region__1__=&subregion__1__=&
place__2__=&zonegeo__2__=&country__2__=&regi
on__2__=&subregion__2__=&place__3__=&zonege
o__3__=&country__3__=&region__3__=&subregio
n__3__=&place__4__=&zonegeo__4__=&country__
4__=&region__4__=&subregion__4__=&type_perio
de=between&from=&to=&exact_month=&exact_
day=&exact_year=&nom_pere=&ignore_each_pa
tronyme_pere=&prenom_pere=&prenom_pere_
operateur=and&ignore_each_prenom_pere=&no
m_mere=&ignore_each_patronyme_mere=&pren
om_mere=&prenom_mere_operateur=and&igno
re_each_prenom_mere=&with_parents=0&go=1 

No records were found for Nicolas (1787) 
beyond those already located. Given that a 
younger brother was named Nicolas, it may be 
that this Nicolas also died in infancy.  

While Jean Silvin Charpentier had three sons, at least two and possibly all three died in infancy.  

DESCENDANTS OF JOACHIM CHARPENTIER (1763) 

Source Comments 

https://gw.geneanet.org/delabruyere1?n=char
pentier&oc=&p=joachim 

Compiled tree – no children 

https://gw.geneanet.org/athee37?n=charpentie
r&oc=1&p=joachim 

Same 

https://gw.geneanet.org/pregna?n=charpentier
&oc=1&p=joachim 

Same 
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https://gw.geneanet.org/nvidal1?n=charpentie
r&oc=&p=joachim 

Same 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=32df5cde
-8292-4470-a3cd-
599533004031&personId=1&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Joachim married Marie Jeanne Noailles in 
1808. She was 38 at the time. He was in his 
forties.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Noail*&fn=Marie-
Jeanne&sy=1808&ey=1818&pn=Virginy,%20M
arne,%20Grand%20Est,%20France&gid=29679
50&idf=True&tab=0&nf=0&fnf=0&fnvf=True&e
f=0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9&mp=False&yf=5&pf=1&cp
f=1&dpf=0&img=False&src=False&hka=False&r
f=0&ord=0&srt=3&ps=20&pi=3&mz=0&hmtr=T
rue&gmsr=False&fnr=False&pe=0 

Search of compiled indexes for children of this 
couple – NIL. 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=3fa59490-cf9e-4b96-b816-
891300dc9b73&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Joachi
m&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%
20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=True&Category1
=209&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFro
mArchives=False 

Death record for Joachim.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Charpentier&sy=1808&ey
=1818&pn=Virginy,%20Marne,%20Grand%20E
st,%20France&gid=2967950&idf=True&tab=0&
nf=0&fnf=0&fnvf=True&ef=0&mp=False&yf=5&
pf=1&cpf=1&dpf=0&img=False&src=False&hka
=False&rf=0&ord=0&srt=3&ps=20&pi=1&mz=0
&hmtr=True&gmsr=False&fnr=False&pe=0 

Search of births in Virginy after 1808 and 
through 1818 for Charpentier males who were 
sons of Joachim – NIL.  

No direct male paternal descent lines to the modern day were found among the descendants of 
Joachim (1763). 

DESCENDANTS OF PIERRE PONCE CHARPENTIER  

Source Comments 

https://en.geneanet.org/cercles/view/colgnec
mcghmarned/11506680 

Pierre Ponce Charpentier died in 1761 shortly 
after birth.  
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No direct male paternal descent lines to the modern day were found among the descendants of 
Pierre Ponce Charpentier. 

DESCENDANTS OF JEAN BAPTISTE CHARPENTIER 

Source Comments 

https://en.geneanet.org/fonds/individus/?size
=20&sexe=&nom=Charpentier&ignore_each_pat
ronyme=&prenom=Jean-
Baptiste&prenom_operateur=or&ignore_each_p
renom=&profession=&profession_operateur=an
d&ignore_each_profession=&nom_conjoint=&ig
nore_each_patronyme_conjoint=&prenom_conjo
int=&prenom_conjoint_operateur=and&ignore_
each_prenom_conjoint=&place__0__=&voisinage
=&ignore_each_place=&zonegeo__0__=Marne%2
C+France&country__0__=FRA&region__0__=CHA
&subregion__0__=F51&place__1__=&zonegeo__1_
_=&country__1__=&region__1__=&subregion__1__
=&place__2__=&zonegeo__2__=&country__2__=&r
egion__2__=&subregion__2__=&place__3__=&zon
egeo__3__=&country__3__=&region__3__=&subre
gion__3__=&place__4__=&zonegeo__4__=&countr
y__4__=&region__4__=&subregion__4__=&type_pe
riode=birth_between&from=1770&to=1770&ex
act_month=&exact_day=&exact_year=&nom_per
e=&ignore_each_patronyme_pere=&prenom_per
e=&prenom_pere_operateur=and&ignore_each_
prenom_pere=&nom_mere=&ignore_each_patro
nyme_mere=&prenom_mere=&prenom_mere_o
perateur=and&ignore_each_prenom_mere=&wit
h_parents=0&go=1 

No information found on him after 1770.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Charpentier&fn=Jean%20
Baptiste&sy=1785&ey=1861&pn=Virginy,%20
Marne,%20Grand%20Est,%20France&gid=296
7950&idf=True&tab=0&nf=0&fnf=0&fnvf=True
&ef=1&mp=False&yf=5&pf=2&cpf=1&dpf=0&i
mg=False&src=False&hka=False&rf=0&ord=0&
srt=3&ps=20&pi=2&mz=0&hmtr=True&gmsr=
False&fnr=False&pe=0 

Found no pertinent indexes for the individual 
of interest.  

No direct male paternal descent lines to the modern day were found for Jean Baptiste 
Charpentier. 
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Appendix II: Descendants of Joachim Charpentier 
 

The following quick and speculative descent tree commences with documents and records 
discussed in the main analysis report and moves into compiled resources and indexes to quickly 
determine the fate of the sons of Nicolas Charpentier (1700) and extend (where possible) their 
descent lines to the modern day. These efforts were done with little analysis and only links to 
pertinent records and resources in order to make the most of the available research time in search 
of living descendants.  
              

SONS OF JOACHIM 

Source Comments 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Pierre Charpentier, 8 April 1753, 
Dommartin-Dampierre, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

(From main report) Son named Pierre was 
born in 1753. 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Pierre Charpentier, 7 June 1755, 
Dommartin-Dampierre, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

(From main report) Another son named Pierre 
was born in 1755.  

CENTRE GENEALOGIQUE ET HERALDIQUE DE 
LA MARNE, Etat-civil - Relevés associatifs 
(index), baptism of Jean Charpentier, 29 January 
1751, Dommartin-la-Planchette, Champagne, 
France, https://en.filae.com/, subscription 
database, accessed March 2022. 

(From main report) Another son named Jean 
was born in 1751. 

FATE OF PIERRE (1755) 

Source Comments 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=eec5d254
-f95f-4263-a35f-
8dd49d618eea&personId=1&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Pierre, son of Joachim and Jeanne Bourlon, 
married Barbe Cossut in 1784 in Dampierre-
sur-Auve 

https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=pierre&n=charpentier&oc=1 

According to this tree, they had two sons:  
- Jean Baptiste Charpentier 
- Etienne Charpentier 
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https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=etienne&n=charpentier&oc=1 

Etienne married Marie Jeanne Flamain in 1810 
and later Victoire Noel in 1817. By His second 
marriage he had at least two sons:  

- Etienne Amédée Charpentier 
- Etienne Alexandre Charpentier.  

https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=etienne+alexandre&n=charpentier 

Etienne Alexandre married Eugenie Jacquier.  

https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=etienne+amedee&n=charpentier 

Etienne Amédée Charpentier married Marie 
Ismere Defontaine and had a son  

- Etienne Alexandre Charpentier.   

https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=etienne+alexandre&n=charpentier&oc
=1 

Etienne Alexandre Charpentier (born in 1840) 
married Hortense-Olyme Galichet in 1863.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=3c80963f
-95db-4e20-aae2-
c9e44abee74a&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=True 

We followed up on this skeleton with 
additional research beginning with Pierre’s 
children. We found that Jean Baptiste 
Charpentier born in 1786 died that same year.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=8b62e63
8-bfd5-4534-a61e-
e3e2c8aa5ab7&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Etienne Charpentier was born in 1787.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=fd31eccc-
0588-4664-a228-
075c9a687ca2&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Another son Philippe Francois Charpentier 
was born in 1788.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=d85d1d3f
-4506-42ff-8d63-
6b2c2e7b4e7e&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Etienne Charpentier married Marie Jeanne 
Flamain in 1810.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=bd6d477
d-90fb-4d71-a60f-
130a50b8eb47&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=True 

Philippe Charpentier died in 1814 and 
appears to have been single at the time of 
death.  
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Based on these findings, Pierre (1755) had 
three sons, only one who survived to 
adulthood and married – Etienne.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=13324c6
4-f84f-4535-9271-
0cfcb320d389&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Etienne and Marie Jeanne Flamain had a son, 
Francois Eugene Charpentier born in 1811 in 
La Chapelle Felcourt.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=2a3b52d
0-a9f4-4c1c-a1ee-
7afaf231bb1a&personId=2&documentType=2&
isFree=False 

Another son, Etienne Victor was born in 1811 
in La Chapelle Felcourt.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=b0dda00
0-07ce-4200-86fa-
d7afa63b7d8a&personId=1&documentType=2
&isFree=True 

Etienne Victor died at 7 weeks old in 1811.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=2e68a173-73b1-4882-9e0b-
23df5ade47fe&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Fran%
C3%A7ois%20Eug%C3%A8ne&LastName=Char
pentier&Source=Archives%20de%20la%20Mar
ne&IsFree=True&Category1=209&BaseType=8
&IsNewViewer=False&IsFromArchives=False 

Francois Eugene Charpentier died in 1811 as 
well.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=2b0d4adb-a06a-4eea-a25c-
439e130e5f63&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Etienn
e&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%2
0de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Category1
=208&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFro
mArchives=False 

Etienne (1787) married Marie Victoire Noel in 
1817.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=88cba74e
-f87c-4b0c-986a-
f4e4ed231fb5&personId=2&documentType=2&
isFree=False 

Etienne Amédée born in 1818. 
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https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=15a94b3
9-702a-45e3-b150-
20bcd3c27f7c&personId=2&documentType=2&
isFree=False 

Etienne Alexandre born in 1820.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=eef0f376-
ea32-42a8-9b97-
b2b91a1a6e28&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Etienne Alexandre married Marie Eugenie 
Jacquier in 1848 in Saint Remy sur Bussy.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=437cf5d1
-c508-4ab4-ae1b-
ecf12aee2e36&personId=2&documentType=2&
isFree=False 

Etienne Alexandre and Eugenie Jacquier had a 
son named Jules Arthur Charpentier in 1849 in 
La Chapelle Felcourt.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=1cbeaaba
-cb54-4748-bf31-
c5a07737b1c4&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Another son, Etienne Amédée Henri was born 
in 1850 in La Chapelle Felcourt.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=3b0517cb-1894-414b-a80d-
56351b7c22e1&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Etienn
e%20Am%C3%A9d%C3%A9e%20Henri&Last
Name=Charpentier&Source=Archives%20de%2
0la%20Marne&IsFree=True&Category1=209&B
aseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFromArchiv
es=False 

Etienne Amédée Henri died in 1875.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=d6a6554
4-fa07-4806-aa14-
563f802c3c47&personId=1&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Jules Arthur married in 1877 to Marie 
Josephine Rouyer in Valmy. 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=8446d5ca-0cdd-4ccc-92f0-
3163f4f2715b&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Arthur
&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Recensement

In 1901, Arthur and his wife did not have 
children listed in their household.  
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%201901%20-
%20Archives%20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=
False&Category1=235&BaseType=8&IsNewVie
wer=False&IsFromArchives=False 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=c873ee90-2923-4834-91f8-
a73461fda495&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Am%C
3%A9d%C3%A9e&LastName=Charpentier&Sou
rce=Archives%20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=F
alse&Category1=208&BaseType=8&IsNewView
er=False&IsFromArchives=False 

Marriage of Amédée Charpentier and Ismerie 
Defontaine in 1840 in La Chapelle Felcourt.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=eef0f376-
ea32-42a8-9b97-
b2b91a1a6e28&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Etienne Alexandre Amédée Charpentier born 
Sep 1840.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=2730f106
-9a58-419e-aab9-
76097126baeb&personId=1&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Etienne married in 1863 to Hortense-Olype 
Galichet.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Charpentier&sy=1863&ey
=1900&pn=La%20Chapelle-
Felcourt,%20Marne,%20Grand%20Est,%20Fra
nce&gid=3010338&idf=True&tab=0&nf=0&fnf=
0&fnvf=True&ef=0&mp=False&yf=5&pf=2&cpf
=1&dpf=0&img=False&src=False&hka=False&rf
=0&ord=0&srt=5&ps=20&pi=4&mz=0&hmtr=T
rue&gmsr=False&fnr=False&pe=0 

A search of all children with Charpentier 
surname born in a radius of 20 kilometers 
from La Chapelle Felcourt – NIL for children of 
Etienne Alexandre. All female children or male 
children with different parents.  

No direct male paternal descent lines to the modern day were found among the descendants of 
Pierre born in 1755.  

DESCENDANTS OF PIERRE (1753) 

Source Comments 

https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=pierre&n=charpentier&oc=2 

This tree reported that Pierre born in 1753 
married Marie Louise Petit in 1774, then 
married Claudette Francoise Petit in 1784 
then married Marie Francoise Soulier in 1813. 
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The tree reports that one son, Joachim 
Charpentier, was born in 1779.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=c1960e0
9-71e8-4c51-a50d-
d8674c3d5c80&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

We found record of another son: Charles 
Maurice born in 1780.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=fc334850
-f977-4bdb-92ee-
1e5bab4ca3c6&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=True 

Charles Maurice died in 1781.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=61610b8e-c584-4c69-9ae4-
1e75477446bc&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Joachi
m&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%
20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Category
1=207&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFr
omArchives=False 

Joachim was actually born in 1774 in Valmy 
rather than 1779.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=ea9f9a92-622f-4852-8a2f-
04abba48fe35&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Joachi
m&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%
20des%20Ardennes&IsFree=False&Category1=
208&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFrom
Archives=False 

Joachim married Marie Pauline Desmont in 
1799 in Charleville-Mézières, Ardennes, 
France. 

https://en.geneanet.org/fonds/individus/?size
=20&ignore_each_patronyme=&ignore_each_pr
enom=&ignore_each_profession=&ignore_each_
patronyme_conjoint=&prenom_conjoint_operat
eur=and&ignore_each_prenom_conjoint=&ignor
e_each_place=&type_periode=birth_between&ex
act_month=&exact_day=&exact_year=&ignore_e
ach_patronyme_pere=&prenom_pere_operateur
=and&ignore_each_prenom_pere=&ignore_each
_patronyme_mere=&prenom_mere_operateur=a
nd&ignore_each_prenom_mere=&sexe=&nom=C
harpentier&ignore_each_patronyme=&prenom=

There were several records of marriages and 
births of children, but they were all daughters. 
No records of sons.  
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Joachim&prenom_operateur=or&ignore_each_p
renom=&profession=&profession_operateur=an
d&ignore_each_profession=&nom_conjoint=Des
mont&ignore_each_patronyme_conjoint=&pren
om_conjoint=&prenom_conjoint_operateur=and
&ignore_each_prenom_conjoint=&place__0__=&v
oisinage=&ignore_each_place=&zonegeo__0__=&
country__0__=&region__0__=&subregion__0__=&
place__1__=&zonegeo__1__=&country__1__=&regi
on__1__=&subregion__1__=&place__2__=&zonege
o__2__=&country__2__=&region__2__=&subregio
n__2__=&place__3__=&zonegeo__3__=&country__
3__=&region__3__=&subregion__3__=&place__4__
=&zonegeo__4__=&country__4__=&region__4__=
&subregion__4__=&type_periode=birth_between
&from=&to=&exact_month=&exact_day=&exact
_year=&nom_pere=&ignore_each_patronyme_pe
re=&prenom_pere=&prenom_pere_operateur=a
nd&ignore_each_prenom_pere=&nom_mere=&i
gnore_each_patronyme_mere=&prenom_mere=
&prenom_mere_operateur=and&ignore_each_pr
enom_mere=&with_parents=0&go=1 

No direct male paternal descent lines to the modern day were found among the descendants of 
Pierre born in 1753. 

DESCENDANTS OF JEAN (1751) 

Source Comments 

https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=jean&n=charpentier&oc=1 

This tree reports that Jean born in 1751 had at 
least 7 sons:  

- Jean Charpentier (1779-1848) 
- Pierre Charpentier (1781-1844) 
- Etienne Charpentier (1782-1857) 
- Jean Baptiste Charpentier (1786-?) 
- Joachim Charpentier (1789-1874) 
- Francois Auguste Charpentier 

(1793-) 
- Jean Baptiste Charpentier (1795-

1858) 
 
We found mention of each of these sons in 
compiled indexes at Filae.  
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https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=jean+baptiste&n=charpentier&oc=1 

The youngest son, Jean Baptiste, is reported to 
have married Madeleine Melanie Colomb in 
1820 and they were the parents of two 
reported sons:  

- Joachim Charpentier (1826-1904) 
- Arthur Joseph Charpentier (1845-

1880) 
Confirming this information was a little more 
difficult as these individuals were reportedly 
born in Paris, and Parisian records suffered 
extensive loss in 1872.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=fbe79c5a-410a-4563-aeae-
302cd4f3de65&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Joseph
%20Arthur&LastName=Charpentier&Source=A
rchives%20D%C3%A9partementales%20de%2
0Paris&IsFree=True&Category1=209&BaseTyp
e=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFromArchives=Fals
e 

Death of Arthur Joseph Charpentier in 1886 – 
he was single.  

https://en.geneanet.org/fonds/individus/?exac
t_day=&exact_month=&exact_year=&ignore_eac
h_patronyme=&ignore_each_patronyme_conjoin
t=&ignore_each_patronyme_mere=&ignore_each
_patronyme_pere=&ignore_each_place=&ignore
_each_prenom=&ignore_each_prenom_conjoint=
&ignore_each_prenom_mere=&ignore_each_pre
nom_pere=&ignore_each_profession=&prenom_
conjoint_operateur=and&prenom_mere_operate
ur=and&prenom_pere_operateur=and&size=20
&type_periode=birth_between&sexe=&nom=Ch
arpentier&ignore_each_patronyme=&prenom=
&prenom_operateur=or&ignore_each_prenom=
&profession=&profession_operateur=and&igno
re_each_profession=&nom_conjoint=Carteret&i
gnore_each_patronyme_conjoint=&prenom_conj
oint=&prenom_conjoint_operateur=and&ignore
_each_prenom_conjoint=&place__0__=&voisinag
e=&ignore_each_place=&zonegeo__0__=&countr
y__0__=&region__0__=&subregion__0__=&place__
1__=&zonegeo__1__=&country__1__=&region__1_

We searched for descendants of Joachim born 
in 1826 and found no record of sons.  
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_=&subregion__1__=&place__2__=&zonegeo__2__
=&country__2__=&region__2__=&subregion__2__
=&place__3__=&zonegeo__3__=&country__3__=&r
egion__3__=&subregion__3__=&place__4__=&zon
egeo__4__=&country__4__=&region__4__=&subre
gion__4__=&type_periode=birth_between&from
=&to=&exact_month=&exact_day=&exact_year=
&nom_pere=&ignore_each_patronyme_pere=&p
renom_pere=&prenom_pere_operateur=and&ig
nore_each_prenom_pere=&nom_mere=&ignore_
each_patronyme_mere=&prenom_mere=&preno
m_mere_operateur=and&ignore_each_prenom_
mere=&with_parents=0&go=1 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=a0099550-dbf3-4405-8684-
09e74bc193c2&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Augus
te&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%
20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Category
1=233&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFr
omArchives=False 

Francois-Auguste Charpentier born in 1793 
died a few months later in Moiremont.  

https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=joachim&n=charpentier&oc=1 

According to this tree, Joachim Charpentier 
(1789) died in 1874. He married Jeanne Marie 
Emelie Hannetel in Ville-sur-Tourbe in 1835. 
They were both in their forties at the time of 
the marriage.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Charpentier&sy=1793&ey
=1893&pn=Ville-sur-
Tourbe,%20Marne,%20Grand%20Est,%20Fran
ce&gid=2968280&mln=Hannetel&idf=True&tab
=0&nf=0&fnf=0&fnvf=True&ef=0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;
8;9&mp=False&yf=5&pf=2&cpf=1&dpf=0&img=
False&src=False&hka=False&rf=0&ord=1&srt=
0&ps=20&pi=1&mz=0&hmtr=True&gmsr=False
&fnr=False&pe=0 

No children with Charpentier surname and 
Hannetel as mother’s surname.  

https://en.geneanet.org/fonds/individus/?size
=20&ignore_each_patronyme=&ignore_each_pr
enom=&ignore_each_profession=&ignore_each_
patronyme_conjoint=&prenom_conjoint_operat
eur=and&ignore_each_prenom_conjoint=&ignor

No record of children fitting this category at 
Geneanet.  
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e_each_place=&type_periode=birth_between&ex
act_month=&exact_day=&exact_year=&ignore_e
ach_patronyme_pere=&prenom_pere_operateur
=and&ignore_each_prenom_pere=&ignore_each
_patronyme_mere=&prenom_mere_operateur=a
nd&ignore_each_prenom_mere=&sexe=&nom=C
harpentier&ignore_each_patronyme=&prenom=
&prenom_operateur=or&ignore_each_prenom=
&profession=&profession_operateur=and&igno
re_each_profession=&nom_conjoint=&ignore_ea
ch_patronyme_conjoint=&prenom_conjoint=&pr
enom_conjoint_operateur=and&ignore_each_pre
nom_conjoint=&place__0__=&voisinage=&ignore
_each_place=&zonegeo__0__=&country__0__=&re
gion__0__=&subregion__0__=&place__1__=&zone
geo__1__=&country__1__=&region__1__=&subregi
on__1__=&place__2__=&zonegeo__2__=&country_
_2__=&region__2__=&subregion__2__=&place__3_
_=&zonegeo__3__=&country__3__=&region__3__=
&subregion__3__=&place__4__=&zonegeo__4__=&
country__4__=&region__4__=&subregion__4__=&t
ype_periode=birth_between&from=&to=&exact_
month=&exact_day=&exact_year=&nom_pere=&
ignore_each_patronyme_pere=&prenom_pere=&
prenom_pere_operateur=and&ignore_each_pren
om_pere=&nom_mere=Hannetel&ignore_each_p
atronyme_mere=&prenom_mere=&prenom_mer
e_operateur=and&ignore_each_prenom_mere=&
with_parents=0&go=1 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=7a967fc8-99f1-4a6f-8315-
401f8b70c7f8&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Jean%2
0Baptiste&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Arc
hives%20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Ca
tegory1=233&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False
&IsFromArchives=False 

jean Baptiste Charpentier born in 1786 died in 
infancy.  

https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=etienne&n=charpentier 

According to this tree, Etienne Charpentier 
married Gabrielle Marie Thiebault in 1814 in 
Argers, Marne. They had a daughter, Marie 
Adelphine, born in 1815. No sons mentioned.  
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https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=f201ec71
-0aa7-4ee0-ab65-
658d269c0a2e&personId=1&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

A son was born to Etienne and Gabrielle in 
1816:  

- Pierre Etienne Charpentier (1816) 

https://gw.geneanet.org/jandrez?n=charpentie
r&oc=&p=pierre+etienne 

That son died in infancy – No other 
documented children in the indexes.  

https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=pierre&n=charpentier&oc=3 

Pierre born in 1781 died in 1844. He married 
Marie Louise Gouilly in 1829 in 
Chaudefontaine.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=fff9ee6b-
7960-4d64-b140-
1543e27dcfd4&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

They may have had a daughter in 1816 but she 
died in infancy. No documented sons.  

https://en.geneanet.org/fonds/individus/?size
=20&ignore_each_patronyme=&ignore_each_pr
enom=&ignore_each_profession=&ignore_each_
patronyme_conjoint=&prenom_conjoint_operat
eur=and&ignore_each_prenom_conjoint=&ignor
e_each_place=&type_periode=birth_between&ex
act_month=&exact_day=&exact_year=&ignore_e
ach_patronyme_pere=&prenom_pere_operateur
=and&ignore_each_prenom_pere=&ignore_each
_patronyme_mere=&prenom_mere_operateur=a
nd&ignore_each_prenom_mere=&sexe=&nom=C
harpentier&ignore_each_patronyme=&prenom=
&prenom_operateur=or&ignore_each_prenom=
&profession=&profession_operateur=and&igno
re_each_profession=&nom_conjoint=&ignore_ea
ch_patronyme_conjoint=&prenom_conjoint=&pr
enom_conjoint_operateur=and&ignore_each_pre
nom_conjoint=&place__0__=&voisinage=&ignore
_each_place=&zonegeo__0__=&country__0__=&re
gion__0__=&subregion__0__=&place__1__=&zone
geo__1__=&country__1__=&region__1__=&subregi
on__1__=&place__2__=&zonegeo__2__=&country_
_2__=&region__2__=&subregion__2__=&place__3_
_=&zonegeo__3__=&country__3__=&region__3__=
&subregion__3__=&place__4__=&zonegeo__4__=&
country__4__=&region__4__=&subregion__4__=&t
ype_periode=birth_between&from=&to=&exact_

Search at Geneanet for children – NIL.  
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month=&exact_day=&exact_year=&nom_pere=&
ignore_each_patronyme_pere=&prenom_pere=P
ierre&prenom_pere_operateur=and&ignore_eac
h_prenom_pere=&nom_mere=Gouilly&ignore_e
ach_patronyme_mere=&prenom_mere=&preno
m_mere_operateur=and&ignore_each_prenom_
mere=&with_parents=0&go=1 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=ac9cec13-b1f5-4094-a70e-
d20ef104d8c0&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Pierre
&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%20
de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Category1=
233&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFrom
Archives=False 

Marriage for Pierre and Marie does not report 
any previous marriages for Pierre.  

https://gw.geneanet.org/libekade?lang=en&iz=
3628&p=jean&n=charpentier&oc=2 

According to this record, Jean Charpentier 
born in 1779 died in 1848 in Chaudefontaine 
and married Marie Catherine Doyen after 
1794. 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=24728533-e94f-446f-8d15-
1080ff2329c6&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Jean&L
astName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%20de
%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Category1=23
3&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFromAr
chives=False 

A publication of bans for the marriage of Jean 
and Catherine. At time of marriage, residing in 
Argers.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Charpentier&sy=1807&ey
=1848&pn=Argers,%20Marne,%20Grand%20E
st,%20France&gid=3037009&idf=True&tab=0&
nf=0&fnf=0&fnvf=True&ef=0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9&
mp=False&yf=5&pf=1&cpf=1&dpf=0&img=Fals
e&src=False&hka=False&rf=0&ord=1&srt=0&p
s=20&pi=1&mz=0&hmtr=True&gmsr=False&fn
r=False&pe=0 

Search for children with Charpentier surname 
born in Argers after 1807 – NIL. 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Charpentier&sy=1807&ey
=1848&pn=Chaudefontaine,%20Marne,%20Gra
nd%20Est,%20France&gid=3025991&idf=True

Given death in Chaudefontaine in 1848, also 
searched for children with Charpentier 
surname born in Chaudefontaine after 1807 – 
None applicable.  
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&tab=0&nf=0&fnf=0&fnvf=True&ef=0;1;2;3;4;5;
6;7;8;9&mp=False&yf=5&pf=1&cpf=1&dpf=0&i
mg=False&src=False&hka=False&rf=0&ord=1&
srt=0&ps=20&pi=2&mz=0&hmtr=True&gmsr=
False&fnr=False&pe=0 

No direct paternal descent lines to the modern day were found among the descendants of Jean 
born in 1751. 
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Appendix III: Descendants of Pierre Charpentier 
 

 
The following quick and speculative descent tree commences with documents and records 
discussed in the main analysis report, and quickly moves into compiled resources and indexes to 
quickly determine the fate of the sons of Pierre Charpentier (1725) and extend (where possible) 
their descent lines to the modern day. These efforts were done quickly and speculatively with little 
analysis and only links to pertinent records and resources in order to make the most of the 
available research time in search of living descendants.  
              

SONS OF PIERRE CHARPENTIER (1725) 

Source Comments 

Archives de la Marne (index and images), 
baptism of Jean Charpentier, 20 September 
1751, Dommartin-sous-Hans, Champagne, 
France, https://en.filae.com/, subscription 
database, accessed March 2022.  

(From main report) Pierre had a son named 
Jean born in 1751.   

Archives de la Marne (index and images), baptism 
of Philippe Charpentier, 13 April 1750, 
Dommartin-sous-Hans, Champagne, France, 
https://en.filae.com/, subscription database, 
accessed March 2022. 

(From main report) Pierre had a son named 
Philippe born in 1750.  

DESCENDANTS OF JEAN CHARPENTIER (BORN 1751) 

Source Comments 

https://gw.geneanet.org/fp57100?n=charpenti
er&oc=1&p=jean 

According to this family tree, Jean and his wife 
Marie Anne Mathelin had five sons:  

- Francois Louis Charpentier (1777-
1849) 

- Jean Louis François Charpentier 
(1781-) 

- Jean Alexis Charpentier (1784-1784) 
- Jean Joseph Charpentier (1785-) 
- Charles Charpentier (1788-1788) 

https://gw.geneanet.org/pregna?n=charpentier
&oc=&p=jean 

Confirmation of these individuals in another 
family tree.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe

Birth of Charles in 1788. 
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=2ef75e6c-4d96-44c9-8426-
b91925d71d3c&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Charle
s%20Martin&LastName=Charpentier&Source=
Archives%20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False
&Category1=233&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=
False&IsFromArchives=False 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=d2025941-44cf-4565-b7bb-
90859f8aba81&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Charle
s&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%2
0de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Category1
=233&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFro
mArchives=False 

Death of Charles Charpentier born in 1788.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=1c8a8b4f
-457e-4866-9429-
a137da9067b2&personId=1&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Birth of Jean Joseph born in 1785.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Charpentier&fn=Jean%20J
oseph&sy=1785&ey=1885&pn=Dommartin-
sous-
Hans,%20Marne,%20Grand%20Est,%20France
&gid=3021161&idf=True&tab=0&nf=0&fnf=0&f
nvf=True&ef=0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9&mp=False&yf
=5&pf=1&cpf=1&dpf=0&img=False&src=False&
hka=False&rf=0&ord=1&srt=0&ps=20&pi=1&m
z=0&hmtr=True&gmsr=False&fnr=False&pe=0 

No record of a death for Jean Joseph, but 
neither is there record of a marriage or later 
record of him.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Charpentier&fn=Joseph&s
y=1785&ey=1885&pn=Dommartin-sous-
Hans,%20Marne,%20Grand%20Est,%20France
&gid=3021161&idf=True&tab=0&nf=0&fnf=0&f
nvf=True&ef=0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9&mp=False&yf
=5&pf=2&cpf=1&dpf=0&img=False&src=False&
hka=False&rf=0&ord=1&srt=0&ps=20&pi=2&m
z=0&hmtr=True&gmsr=False&fnr=False&pe=0 

Search for Joseph Charpentier in a 20-
kilometer radius from birthplace – results not 
applicable.   

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe

Birth of Jean Alexis.  
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=7ef20554-51a2-4269-bc57-
99f33969bb18&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Jean%
20Alexis&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Arch
ives%20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Cat
egory1=233&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False
&IsFromArchives=False 

https://en.geneanet.org/fonds/individus/?size
=20&ignore_each_patronyme=&ignore_each_pr
enom=&ignore_each_profession=&ignore_each_
patronyme_conjoint=&prenom_conjoint_operat
eur=and&ignore_each_prenom_conjoint=&ignor
e_each_place=&type_periode=birth_between&ex
act_month=&exact_day=&exact_year=&ignore_e
ach_patronyme_pere=&prenom_pere_operateur
=and&ignore_each_prenom_pere=&ignore_each
_patronyme_mere=&prenom_mere_operateur=a
nd&ignore_each_prenom_mere=&sexe=&nom=C
harpentier&ignore_each_patronyme=&prenom=
Alexis&prenom_operateur=or&ignore_each_pre
nom=&profession=&profession_operateur=and
&ignore_each_profession=&nom_conjoint=&ign
ore_each_patronyme_conjoint=&prenom_conjoi
nt=&prenom_conjoint_operateur=and&ignore_e
ach_prenom_conjoint=&place__0__=&voisinage=
&ignore_each_place=&zonegeo__0__=&country__
0__=&region__0__=&subregion__0__=&place__1__
=&zonegeo__1__=&country__1__=&region__1__=
&subregion__1__=&place__2__=&zonegeo__2__=&
country__2__=&region__2__=&subregion__2__=&
place__3__=&zonegeo__3__=&country__3__=&regi
on__3__=&subregion__3__=&place__4__=&zonege
o__4__=&country__4__=&region__4__=&subregio
n__4__=&type_periode=birth_between&from=17
80&to=1790&exact_month=&exact_day=&exact
_year=&nom_pere=&ignore_each_patronyme_pe
re=&prenom_pere=Jean&prenom_pere_operate
ur=and&ignore_each_prenom_pere=&nom_mer
e=&ignore_each_patronyme_mere=&prenom_m
ere=&prenom_mere_operateur=and&ignore_eac
h_prenom_mere=&with_parents=0&go=1 

Search for death of Jean Alexis.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=bca98c90
-44eb-48a8-b470-

There was a mort-ne (stillbirth) on 29 
February 1784, but that could have been a 
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c2aa787d50cc&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

twin to Jean Alexis rather than Jean Alexis 
himself?  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=7ef20554-51a2-4269-bc57-
99f33969bb18&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Jean%
20Alexis&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Arch
ives%20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Cat
egory1=233&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False
&IsFromArchives=False 

It was not a stillborn, but rather a son of the 
legitimate marriage – very well could refer to 
Jean Alexis.  

https://gw.geneanet.org/fp57100?lang=en&pz=
francis+roland+gilbert&nz=prieur&p=jean+loui
s+francois&n=Charpentier 

According to the tree, Jean Louis François 
Charpentier married Marie Françoise Geoffroy 
in 1804 in Laval-sur-Tourbe.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=d9136cfc-a148-42b7-a033-
ad434d1221b5&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Jean%
20Louis%20Fran%C3%A7ois&LastName=Char
pentier&Source=Archives%20de%20la%20Mar
ne&IsFree=False&Category1=233&BaseType=8
&IsNewViewer=False&IsFromArchives=False 

Marriage of Jean Louis Francois Charpentier 
and Marie Francoise Goeffroy.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=ccfd6f77-
5b85-44be-9f80-
4230d0feade6&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Birth of a daughter 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=88ac057
8-6937-4d5f-bcce-
b843b89cb612&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Birth of a daughter  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=874f4c1f-
9e87-4261-949a-
b2a35895060d&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Birth of another daughter.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/Search.
mvc/SearchForm?ln=Charpentier&fn=Jean&pn=
Laval-sur-

No children who were male.  
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Tourbe,%20Marne,%20Grand%20Est,%20Fran
ce&gid=3005787&pln=Geoffroy&idf=True&tab
=0&nf=0&fnf=0&fnvf=True&ef=0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;
8;9&mp=False&yf=6&pf=3&cpf=1&dpf=0&img=
False&src=False&hka=False&rf=0&ord=1&srt=
0&ps=20&pi=1&mz=0&hmtr=True&gmsr=False
&fnr=False&pe=0 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=40c6d27
9-d809-422d-8361-
3f0f2fe0f232&personId=1&documentType=2&i
sFree=False 

Death of Jean-Louis in 1811.  

https://gw.geneanet.org/fp57100?lang=en&pz=
francis+roland+gilbert&nz=prieur&p=francois+l
ouis&n=charpentier 

According to this family tree, Francois Louis 
Charpentier married Marie Anne Louise Baty 
and they had two sons:  

- Jean Francois Gratien Charpentier 
(1808-1884) 

- Maurice Charpentier (1813-1813) 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=fafdeb97-
3ec8-4aff-8ba5-
308d8ad65d7a&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Birth of Maurille Charpentier in 1811 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=103fecb8
-c9a9-4080-9f08-
81f63db725b8&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Death of Maurille in 1813.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=b9a6f6f8-
9afd-4efb-88aa-
a7da978b7afb&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Marriage of Jean Francois Gatien Charpentier 
to Jeanne Marie Etienne in 1837.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=b968b51
7-6498-4cb4-8861-
d0f703347845&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Death of Jean Francois Gatien Charpentier.  

https://gw.geneanet.org/pregna?lang=en&iz=5
5&p=jean+francois+gratien&n=charpentier 

According to this tree, Jean Francois Gratien 
Charpentier and Jeanne Marie Etienne had 
three daughters, no sons were listed, but there 
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were some gaps in the years of birth of the 
daughters.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=bd173ff2
-2dd4-433f-9a2e-
7b72cf404a0a&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

They had a son named Celestin-Xavier born in 
1853.  

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerwithoutimage?actId=fef344da-
da56-490f-9ab4-
9ae4607c02a4&personId=2&documentType=2
&isFree=False 

Celestin Xavier died in infancy.  

No direct male paternal descent lines to the modern day were found among the descendants of 
Jean born in 1751. 

DESCENDANTS OF PHILIPPE CHARPENTIER (1750) 

Source Comments 

https://www.filae.com/v4/genealogie/searchre
sults.mvc/viewerosd?IsOnlyForPayingUser=Tru
e&StartPageIndex=0&NumberResults=7&IdActe
=b528ee70-8221-46a4-b18d-
f33439bed40e&IdPerson=1&FirstName=Phillip
pe&LastName=Charpentier&Source=Archives%
20de%20la%20Marne&IsFree=False&Category
1=233&BaseType=8&IsNewViewer=False&IsFr
omArchives=False 

Philippe Charpentier died in 1750.  

No direct male paternal descent lines to the modern day were found for Philippe born in 1750. 
 


